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The V-functions of Tutte [l] are generalized to U-functions on graphs with a 
distinguished subset of vertices. The class of U-functions of two variables general- 
ize dichromatic polynomials as well as the W-functions defined by Tutte [2]. 
The values of U-functions on a graph G are characterized in terms of spanning 
subgraphs of G and also in terms of collections of simple graphs constructed 
from G. Decompositions of dichromatic polynomials as well as dichromatic 
U-functions are obtained in terms of decompositions of G. 
1. PARTITION LABELED GRAPHS 
Let G be a finite graph (possibly with loops and multiple edges). We 
shall use the following notation: F’(G) = set of vertices of G; E(G) = set 
of edges of G; q,(G) = I V(G)I, or,(G) = / E(G)I; p,(G) = number of com- 
ponents of G; pi(G) = cyclomatic number of G, i.e. the least number of 
edges whose deletion destroys all the circuits of G; G, , S C E(G), the spanning 
subgraph of S in G. 
Let I denote a finite set. A partition labeling h of G is a mapping from F’(G) 
to the subsets of I such that the union of the sets h(v) u E V(G) is @ or I 
and the sets h(v) # @ form a partition P, of I. The symbol @ denotes the 
empty set. If h(v) = @ for every u E V(G) we set A = 0. This mapping X 
induces a natural mapping from the components C of G to the subsets of I 
defined by h’(C) = u h(u) for all ZJ E C. If X # 0, the non-empty subsets 
h’(C) form a partion Pl of I; clearly PO is a refinement of P. We shall write 
P,, > P1 and 
v,(G, 4 = f’o , r,(G, A) = PI 
to indicate the dependence of G and h, and h(C) = X’(C) as there is no 
ambiguity. Let G(X) denote the subgraph of G spanned by the components C 
of G such that h(C) # Sp. This subgraph and each of the remaining com- 
ponents of G are the h-components. If h = 0 the h-components of G are the 
components of G. If G = G(h), G is h-joined. 
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The triple (G, Z, h) is a PL-graph. The set Z will be fixed and the symbol 
(G, A) will be used to denote a PL-graph on a graph G with partition labeling 
X relative to the set I. The PL-graphs (G, h), (H, p) are isomorphic if there 
is a (graph) isomorphism 8 from G to H such that p = 8A where Oh denotes 
the partition labeling of 8G as defined by Oh(&) = h(u), v E V(G). 
Let A denote a link of G, i.e. an edge of G with two distinct ends. The 
graph G> is the graph derived from G by deleting A but retaining its ends 
and G; is the graph obtained from G by contracting A with its end points 
into a single vertex. The corresponding partition labelings A> , X2 are defined 
as follows. Set A> = A, so that Al, is the restriction of X to G> . If A has 
end points a, b which are contracted to c, set A:(v) = h(v), if u E V(G;), 
v # c and X;(c) = X(a) u h(b). The PL-graphs (G> , A>), (G: , A;) then 
correspond to the operations of deleting and contracting an edge of (G, A), 
and we have 
If A, is a link of GI, , A, = A, the above operations can be applied to 
obtain new graphs (G>J;* and (Gil)JB with corresponding partition labelings. 
Similarly in the case of Gi, . This process can be repeated until the resulting 
graphs have no links. This collection of PL-graphs is an arboreal decom- 
position of (G, A) relative to the labeling A, , A, ,... of the edges of G. 
More precisely let A,, A, ,..., A+) denote a labeling of the edges of G. 
Let B denote a sequence B, , B2 ,..., B,+) where B, = Ai, Ai , or Al such 
that 
(i) if Ai is a loop then Bi = Ai 
(ii) if Ai is a link contained in a circuit Ai1 , Aie ,..., Aix , ii < i and 
Bij = Aij , j = 1,2 ,..., k then Bi = At . 
Otherwise Bi = Ai or AC. 
Let G(B) denote the graph obtained from G by successively deleting 
(if B1 = A;) or contracting (if Bi = A;) or retaining (if Bi = Ai) edges Ai 
in the order of the sequence B, and let h(B) denote the resulting partition 
labeling (which was constructed sequentially above). Each of the graphs 
G(B) is the union of components C such that “o(C) = 1. 
Let B denote the collection of all sequences B defined above. Then the 
collection of PL-graphs {G(B), h(B), B ~8) is an arboreal decomposition 
of (G, A) (relative to the labeling Al , A, ,..., A,+) of the edges of G). 
The collection B can be partitioned corresponding to the partitions P 
of n(G, A), where 
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and where n(Z) is the set of partitions of I. Clearly rr(G(B)), A(B) C 7r(G, X) 
for every B E B. Set 
B(P) = {B E B 1 q(G(B), A(B)) = P} 
so that 
B = u B(P), P E m(G, h). 
P 
The corresponding collections of graphs will be denoted by c(P), G and 
we have 
e = u G(P), P E r(G, A). 
P 
2. PL-FUNCTIONS 
Let W denote a commutative ring with 1 element which satisfies the 
cancelation law. A PL-function is a correspondence f which associates 
with each PL-graph (G, h) a unique elementf(G, A) of 9 such thatf(G, X) = 
g(H, P) whenever (G, h) and (ZZ, CL) are isomorphic. 
The terms manic, multiplicative and strongly arboreal [2] can be extended 
to PL-functions. 
A PL-functionfis manic iff(G, A) = 1 for G the null graph. 
A PL-function f is multiplicative if (i) whenever G is the union of disjoint 
graphs H, K and h, , 0 are the restrictions of X to H, K, respectively 
and (ii) if (G, h) is A-joined and p,(G, A) = 7~r(G, ;\> = P, 
f’G A) = u(P) n+(C), C E z;(G) 
where 4 is independent of h and c(G) is the set of components of G. 
Notice that if the empty set K is a component of G then f(K, 0) = 1 
if f is manic. 
Let B ~8. If (i) is applied successively to the h-components of G(B) 
then f&W, WN can be expressed as a product JJ f(D, h(D)) over the set 
B’(B) of X-components D of G(B). Since G(B) has no links r,(G(B), h(B)) = 
TQ(G(B), A(B)). Applying (ii) to each h-component D of G(B) leads to the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f denote a multiplicative PL-function and let {(G(B), 
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W)), B a b e an arboreal decomposition of the PL-graph (G, X). Then 
for B E 8, f(G(B), WN can be expressed in the form 
JC(G(B), h(B)) = u(P) tkcB’ n 4(Y), YE c(B) (2-l) 
where t = u(O), k(B) + 1 is the number of h-components of G(B), #J is inde- 
pendent of X, and the product is taken over the set of components of G(B), 
denoted by c(B). 
A PL-function is strongly arboreal if for every link A of G 
f(G, A) = f(Gk , hk) + f(G: 3 At’& 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f denote a strongly arboreal PL-function, and let 
{(G(B), WW, B E & b e an arboreal decomposition of the PL-graph (G, h). 
Then 
3. U-FUNCTIONS 
A U-function is a PL-function which is manic, multiplicative and strongly 
arboreal. In the case X = 0 the PL-graphs (G, 0) are equivalent to graphs 
and the U-functions f(G, 0) specialize to the V-functions defined by Tutte [l]. 
In this section we present representations of U-functions which generalize 
some of the ideas contained in [l]. 
Let f denote a U-function and {(G(B), h(B)), B E 8) an arboreal decom- 
position of the PL-graph (G, h). If we apply theorems 2.1, 2.2 we obtain 
an expansion forf(G, X) in the form 
f(G 4 = c u(P) CB’ n W’) (3.1) 
B C(B) 
where P = n,(G(B), h(B)) = n,(G(B), X(B)), t = u(O), k(B) + 1 is the number 
of h-components of G(B), the sum is over all B E & and the product is taken 
over all components Y of G(B). Since Y has no links it is isomorphic to a 
graph Y, consisting of one node and r loops, for some r 3 0. Thus if the 
value of fly,) is known for each r, and u(P) is known for each partition P 
of I (including P = 0) then the value of f(G, X) can be obtained (using (3.1)) 
from any arboreal decomposition. 
A more convenient expression can be obtained by noting that k(B) = 
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c(B) - y(P) where c(B) is the number of components of G(B) and y(P) is 
the number of parts (or sets) of P and y(O) = 1. Then (3.1) can be rewritten as 




f'(G, B) = tcfB) n c+(Y) (3.3) 
C(B) 
the product being taken over all components Y of G(B). The negative 
exponent in (3.2) does not require t to have an inverse in R, for c(B) > y(P) 
and t-~(~)tc(~) = FB) is well defined. This particular form is convenient 
since f’ is independent of X, and specializes to the dichromatic polynomial. 
Summarizing 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f denote a U function, and suppose u(P) is known 
for each partition P of Z and r&Y,.) is known for each r 3 0, where f( Y, , 0) = 
t$( Y,>. Then f(G, A) is uniquely determinedfor each PL-graph (G, A). Further 
if {(G(B), 4% B E s> 
is given by (3.1) or (3.2) 
is any arboreal decomposition of (G, A) then f(G, ,A) 
and (3.3). 
Another expression for f’(G, B) is sometimes convenient. Let ((B, r) 
denote the number of components of G(B) isomorphic to Y, , then 
f’(G, B) = ictB) fi ($(Yr>>f(B~r) 
r=0 
(3.4) 
We now prove the converse result that a U-function f can be found such 
that u(P), t, &Y,) have arbitrary assigned values for all partitions P of Z 
and r 2 0. Some additional definitions are required. 
Let u(P), t, z(j) = zj denote elements of R for all partitions P of Z, and 
all non-negative integers j. Let S C E(G) where (G, h) is a PL-graph and 
let G, denote the spanning subgraph of G associated with S, i.e., V(G,) = V(G) 
and E(G,) = S. Let the restriction of X to Gs be As and let g denote the 
PL-function whose value on the (G, h) is given by 
g(G, A) = C u(P) t--Q’) g’(G, S) (3.5) 
3 
where P = 7r1(Gs , h,), 3 is the set of subsets of E(G) and g’ is defined by 
g’(G, 8 = f-) c!, z(~dC)) (3.6) 
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where c(S) is the number of components of Gs, and C(S) is the set of 
components C of Gs . As before y(P) is the number of parts of P and pi(C) 
denotes the cyclomatic number of C. Further the exponent oft in the general 
term is c(S) - y(P) = k(P) >, 0 since k(P) + 1 is the number of X-compo- 
nents of (G, X). 
Another expression for g’ is obtained by letting o(S,j) be the number of 
components of Gs with cyclomatic number j. Then 
g’(G, 5’) = tctS) j@ z;(SJ’ (3.7) 
To ensure that g is manic we set g(G, h) = 1 if G is the null graph. 
The function g takes a simple form in case G = Y, and X = 0. Then 
u(P) = u(0) = t for all S and every spanning subgraph is a Yj , 0 < j < r 
with cyclomatic number j. Thus g( Y, , 0) = t&Y,.) where 
(3.8) 
These last equations are equivalent to those obtained for graph functions 
and have the solution 
where y, = #Yr). 
r, = j$o (-l)i (;) Yr-3 (3.9) 
THEOREM 3.1. The PL&nction g given by (3.5) and (3.6) (or (3.7)) is a 
U-functionforeveryu(P), P = 0, orPapartitionofIandevery~~, i = 0, l,... . 
Further, if &Y,> = y, is given for each r = 0, l,... then there exists a U- 
fwction f such that f( Y, , 0) = tyT . An expression for f can be obtained 
from g by substituting z, given by (3.9) in (3.6) or (3.7). 
The function g is manic by definition. 
To prove that g is multiplicative, first suppose that G is the union of 
disjoint graphs H, K and )cn , 0 are the restrictions of h to H, K respectively. 
A subset S of E(G) decomposes into subsets S, of E(H) and S, of E(K) and 
the sets of components of Gs is the union of the sets of components of Hs, 
and KS, . It follows from (3.6) that 
g’(G, S) = tC(%)+&) JI, ) Z(P1 C’)). l-I Z(Pl(C”)) 
1 C”d(S,) 
= t”@) g ) Z(Pl(C)) tCC4) r-l Z(Pl(C)) 
= g’(H, s; g’W, S,) 
CW,, 
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where c(S,), c(S& are the numbers of components of H, K and the products 
are taken over the components of I!$ , KS . P 
Substituting in (3.5) 
g(G 8 = C C 4’) rvcP) g’(H, SJ g’(K, Sd 
= K(P) F(P) g’(H, s,))(c u(0) t-lg’(K, Sd) 
4 s* 
= SW, M g(K 0). 
Now suppose G is h-joined r,,(G, A) = rr,(G, A) = P. Then for every S 
n,,(G, , A,) = nl(Gs, As) = P, and by (3.5), (3.6) 
g(G, A) = u(P) MP) c W) 
s 
Every subset S of E(G) decomposes into subsets S, , S, ,..., S, , k = y(P) 
of the components of G and the set of components of Gs is the union of the 
components of (C&, ,..., (C,>, so that c(S) = c(&) + c(S,) + *** +c(S,) 
and g(G, A) can be rewritten as 
= w> I”r 4(CK) 
i=l 
where ei is the set of components of (C& and 
NC,) = c tC(4)-1 n Z(Pl(CN 
g* c, 
Sj being the set of subsets Sj Of E(Cj)J’ = 1,2,..., k, and 4 is independent of A. 
To prove that g is strongly arboreal, let A denote a link of G and partition 
the class of all subsets of E(G) into two classes, E; of subsets not containing 
A and EA of subsets containing A. If S, E Ei , H = G> the graphs Gs, 
and Hs are identical and Ei is the collection of subsets of E(H). By definition 
A, = At = h and 
g(G:, , A;) = 1 u(P) t-“P’g’(G:, , S,> 
rz; 
= c u(P) fYcP)g’(G, S,) 
#I 
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The subsets S, of ER are in 1 - 1 correspondence with the subsets 
Sl = S, - {A} of E(K), K = G: and the components of Gs, are in 1 - 1 
correspondence with the components of KS; , the component corresponding 
to C (where C contains A) being C; . Since 7rI and the cyclomatic number 
are invariant under contraction, g’(G, S,) = g’(Gfl, , A’,), thus 
g(G; , hi) = c u(P) t-Y(P)g’(GI;l , S,) 
% 
= 1 u(P) t-“P’g’(G, S,) 
5 
and, using (3.5) 
g(Gh , Xi) + g(G , ti) = g(G A). 
This completes the proof that g is a U-function for all u(P) and zi . The 
second part of the theorem follows by applying Theorems 2.1, 2.2. Let 
HW), WN, B E & b e an arboreal decomposition. Then, by (3.1) 
g(G, A) = 1 u(P) W’ n 4(Y). 
B Cm 
Taking the value of $( Y7) = y, where y7 , z, are related by (3.9), it follows 
that g( Y,. , 0) = tyr , and g coincides with f on every graph Y, , r > 0. 
Formula (3.5) may be regarded as an explicit formula for any U-function g 
with g’ given by (3.6) or (3.7). Notice that for fixed G, S g’ is independent 
of u(P), P # 0, and depends only on z,, , z, ,... . The class of all U-functions 
for fixed C, z can be expressed as a linear combination of U-functions which 
play the role of a basis for the space. 
Let gp(G, A) denote the U-function for which u(Q) = S(Q, P), Q E ~(1) 
(the partitions of I), where S(Q, P) = 1 if Q = P and zero otherwise. Let 
n(G, A) denote the set of partitions P of I such that rr,(G, A) > P > n,(G, X). 
Then for every S E E(G), rl(Gs , A,) C r(G, A). Let 
s(P) = {S E E(G) 1 q(Gs , h,) = P}. 
THEOREM 3.2. Every U-function g is expressible in the form 
dG A) = c W g,(G, A>, P E 4G, 8 
P 
where 
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or 
FP)gp(G, A) = c g”(G, 23) (3.12) 
where l? is an arboreal decomposition of (G, h), B(P) is defined in section 1 
and the function g”(= f ‘) corresponds to g (under the correspondence (3.8)). 
This result follows immediately from the definitions and equations (3.5), 
(3.2) respectively. 
4. DICHROMATIC U-FUNCTIONS 
In this section we restrict attention to U-functions such that zi = zi. 
Then (3.8) is equivalent to 
Y7 = #(YJ = (1 + 4 (4.1) 
These dichromatic U-functions are generalizations of dichromatic polynomials 
to graphs with a distinguished subset of vertices. We first specialize the 
expressions obtained in section 3. 
THEOREM 4.1. Any dichromatic U-function h can be expressed in form 
h(G, X; t, z) = c u(P) t-“‘P’h’(G(B); t, z) 




h’(G(B); t, z) = tc@) fi (1 + z)+~@J) 
r=o 
(4.4) 
or in the forms 
h(G, h; t, z) = 1 u(P) t”(s)-y(P) n z”‘(‘) 
3 C(S) 








is the dichromatic polynomial Q(G; t, z) of G [2]. 
These formulas are obtained by substituting zi = zi in (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), 
(3.5), (3.6). 
The special functions h,(G, h; t, z) corresponding to gp are given by 
h,,(G, X; t, z) = t-“fP) 1 h’(G(B); t, z) 
B(P) 
with h’ given by (4.3), (4.4), or by 
(4.8) 
&(G, A; t, z) = t-‘@) c tCcS) n z”@) 
S(P) cw 
(4.9) 
using (4.5), with an analogous expression corresponding to (4.7). 
Applying Theorem 3.2 leads to an expansion of h in terms of hp , P E T(I). 
THEOREM 4.2. Any dichromatic U-function h can be expressed in the form 
h(G, X; t, z) = c u(P) hdG, X; t, z) 
P 
where the sum is taken over r(G, X). 
5. DECOMPOSITION Tmo~~s 
Let (G, h) be a PL-graph and R = {v E V(G) I h(v) # @}. Let H, K be 
subgraphs of G having no common edge and such that V(H) n V(K) = R. 
Let XH , X, denote the restrictions of h to H, K. Then (G, A) is the union 




Decomposition theorems can be obtained for special classes of dichromatic 
U-functions in terms of decompositions of the underlying PL-graph as 
defined above. Proofs will be given in terms of an arboreal decomposition. 
Alternative proofs can be given in terms of the representation (4.5) or (4.6). 
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Let the edges of G be labeled A,, A2 ,..., A, tG) so that Ai E E(H) if 
i < c&J) (and Ai E E(K) if i > a,(H)). The notatibn introduced in section 1 
will be used. Let e = ((G(B), h(B)), B ES} be an arboreal decomposition 
of G. For B E E) let BH = {Bi , i < q(H)}, BK(BH) = {Bi , i > q(H)} and 
let 8, = {B,, , B EB}, BK(B,) = {BK(BH) / BH fixed}. 
It is clear that the elements of s, correspond to the arboreal decomposition 
of H relative to the labeling A, , A, ,..., AalcH) . By the construction after the 
operations corresponding to BH have been applied to G, the links of H are 
missing, and the subgraph K has been transformed to a subgraph isomorphic 
to K(P’), P’ = rr,(H(B,), hH(BH)), the graph derived from K by identifying 
the parts of P’. Let h:, denote the restriction of X to K(P’). It follows that 
&B,) corresponds to an arboreal decomposition of (K(P’), hi). Summarizing: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (G, h) be the union of (H, hH), (K, &). Let A,, A, ,..., 
A arl(G) be a labeling of E(G) such that the edges of H are labeledfirst. Let fi 
be the corresponding set of arboreal sequences, and fi, , B,(B,) sets of partial 
sequences as described above. Then i?H corresponds to an arboreal decompo- 
sition of H, and &(B,) corresponds to an arboreal decomposition of K(P’) 
where P’ = 5r,(H(B,), hH(BH)). 
This result will be used to prove two decomposition theorems. 
THEOREM 5.2. If h is a dichromatic U-function and (G, h) is a PL-graph 
such that n,,(G, h) = rr,(G, X) = P which is the union of PL-graphs (H, X,), 
(K, X3 on a set R, then 
u(P) h(G, h; t, z) = h(H, X, ; t, z) h(K, X, ; t, z) (5.3) 
Let G denote an arboreal decomposition as in Theorem 5.1. Since 
P = q,(G, A) = ?r,(G, A) P’ = P, K(P’) = K and &(BH) = & is an 
arboreal decomposition of K for every BH E BH . 
It follows that 
and 
49 = 01) + 4BK> - y(P) (5.4) 
where c(B), c(B,), c(BK) are the numbers of components of G(B), H(B,), 
K(B,). Every component of G(B) has one vertex and is a component of 
H(B,) or K(B,) or decomposes into two subgraphs which are components of 
H(B,,), K(B,). This last condition can only hold for the components of G(B) 
containing points v such that h(v) # @. Let Y denote a component of G(B) 
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and let Y, , Yz denote the restrictions of Y to H(B,), K(B,) respectively. 
One of these will be CD unless Y is a component of the h-component of G(B). 
In this case V( Y,) n V( Y,) will contain exactly one point. In all cases 
PI(Y) = PdYd + PdY2) (5.5) 
From (4.3), (5.4) 
h’(G(B); t, z) = tccB) n (1 + z)‘l(‘) 
c(B) 
= tc@p,)+c(BK)-~(P) yF (1 + z)sw+%w 
1, 2 
= t-Y’p’h’(H(BH); t, z) h’(K(B,); t, z) 
and by (4.2) 
u(P) h(G, h; t, z) = c (u(P))’ t-Y’P’h’(G(B); t, z) 
iI 
= & W>) t- 2yIP)h’(H(Bfi); t, 2) h’(K(B& t, z)) 
H’ K 
= h(H, AH ; t, 2) h(K, AK ; t, z) 
since the sums over H, K are independent in this case. 
A more general theorem can be proved for hp . 
THEOREM 5.3. If h is a dichromatic U-function, h, (P E T(I)) the associated 
basis-functions and (G, A) a PL-graph which is the union of the PL-graphs 
(H, A,), (K, AK) on a set R, then 
hp(G, A; t, z) = c hp,(H, A, ; t, z) hp(K(P’); % ; t, 2) 
P’ >P 
where P, P’ E TT(G, A), hk is the PL-mapping of K(P’) corresponding to AK 
(by identfying the parts of P’). 
Again, let e denote an arboreal decomposition of (G, h) as in Theorem 5.1. 
Let B = BH u BK as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, and let Y, Y1, Y2 denote 
components of G(B), .Hl = H(B,), K, = K(P’)(B,> respectively. Then 
Y = Y, , Y = Y, or Y is the union of components of HI and one component 
of K2. This case occurs only for components containing vertices of R. 
The components of G(B) related to the components of H1, K2 by the 
equations c(B) = 4&A + c’W - y(P’) and pdY) = C pdY,) + p2(Y2) 
where the sum is over all subgraphs of Y which are components of H1, KS, 
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where p( Y,> = 0 if Y = Y, , and Cp( Y,) = 0 if Y = Y, . Substituting 
in (4.3), (4.8) 
h’(G(B); t, z) = rctB) n (1 + z)‘~(*) 
C(B) 
= t~(B,y)+~‘(B&~(P’) *rry (1 + z)w9+d*~) 
1, P 
= +P’) (@%r) ‘Q (1 + Z).~(*))(tc’(%) Q (1 + ,,,(*‘) 
That is 
A’(G(B); t, z) = t-~(P’%‘(Hl ; t, z) h’(& ; t, z) (5.6) 
and 
hp(G, A; t, z) = t-“(P) c h’(G(B); t, z) 
IT(P) 
= t-v(P) 
,c, gH;,) gFp) t-v(P’w~~ ; t, 4 wh ; 6 4 
K 
= c t-y(P’) c h’(H, ; t, z) t--y(P) c h’(& ; t, z) 
P‘>P B‘yCP’) B;;(P) 
= c hP’(H, A7 ; t, 4 h,wq, xg ; t, 4 
P’ZP 
If we take P = r,,(G, A) = PO the sum contains only one term and K(P,) = K, 
A;, = AK. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If P = r,(G, A) 
h,(G, k t, 4 = MK AI, ; t, z) h,(K AK ; 4 z) 
This special case is equivalent to a theorem proved by Tutte for W- 
functions [2]. 
6. DICHROMATIC POLYNOMIALS 
It was shown in Theorem 4.1 that the dichromatic polynomial Q(G; t, z) 
corresponds to X = 0 and can be represented in the form h(G, 0; t, z). 
This is a special case of a more general result that the class of dichromatic 
U-functions h(G, A; t, z) (corresponding to the set of u(P) E W, P E T(G, A)) 
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contains a representation of Q for every X. This yields a representation of 
dichromatic polynomials in terms of distinguished subsets of vertices. 
THEOREM 6.1. For any A, the dichromatic U-function h(G, A; t, z) for 
which u(P) = tyCP), P E rr(G, I) is the dichromatic polynomial Q(G; t, z), and 
Q(G; t, z) = c tyWp(G, k t, z> 
P 
(6.1) 
If G consists of r vertices and no edges f(G, 0) = try,‘, y0 = $( Y,,); if G 
is h-joined and y(P) = r, thenf(G, h) = u(P) y,‘. It follows that replacing h 
by 0 is equivalent to replacing u(P) by tvfP). Thus, if e is any arboreal 
decomposition of G(X), making this substitution in (4.2) yields 
Q(G; t, z) = 1 h’(W); t, 4 
B 
= C c h’(W); t, 4 
P B(P) 
= 1 t”@‘)hp(G, A; t, z). 
P 
An expression can also be obtained for Q in terms of a decomposition of G. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let X denote any PL-function on G and let (G, A) be the 
union of PL-graphs (H, A&, (K, AK), then 
Q(G; t, 4 = c MK &I ; 4 4 QW(P); t, 4 
P 
where K(P) denotes the graph obtained from P by identifving vertices in the 
parts of P, and the sum is taken over the set T(G, A). 
Consider an arboreal decomposition as in Theorem 5.1. Using the notation 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 and (5.6), (4.8) and (6.1) with P = P’ 
Q(G; t, z) = c tv(P)hdG, h; t, z) 
P 
= c c h’(W); t, z) 
P PI(P) 
= 1 t-y(P) ,;p, h’(H, ; t, z@ h’(H, ; t, 4) 
P 4 
= c h&t ;1, ; 4 4 QWV’); t, 4 
P 
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Notice that & = BK(BH) ranges over ail of BK since we have taken 
P’ = 7T,(H, A,) = P. 
Theorem 6.2 provides a method for obtaining the dichromatic polynomial 
of G in terms of a decomposition of G. If G is decomposed into two graphs H, 
K with no common edges and R = V(H) r\ V(K), then we can identify the 
points of I with R and h with the identity map on R. Theorem 6.1 implies 
that computing the set of all h, , P E z-(G, A) is roughly equivalent in com- 
plexity to computing Q(H, t; z) (with the added problem of keeping track 
of the components). The number of dichromatic polynomials required is 
1 rr(G, A)/ + 1 so that if 1 E(H)], I E(K)1 are approximately equal and I R I 
small this procedure may be easier than computing Q(G; t, z) directly. 
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